
A story about a black lady. 

 

An interesting legend has been preserved about the castle in Bojnice. It talks about the Black 

Lady. It doesn't end happily but on the other hand it offers a few lessons. 

Once upon a time, when Bojnice was not yet a castle but a fortified castle, a happy aristocratic 

couple lived there. One day, however, the lord had to go to war, and when he returned after a while, 

the joy of surviving and finally being in civilian life hid rumors about his wife's love affairs. 

He heard that while fighting the enemy with a sword in her hand, she had fun with foreign knights at 

the table and on the bed. If a man did it, it would not hinder anyone, but it was incompatible with 

the behavior of a great lady. 

The situation was aggravated by the fact that while the master was serving in the army, a child of 

unclear origin was born. He may have been his father, but rumors spread throughout the manor that 

he was left-handed. Today, DNA analysis would playfully resolve such disputes, but then it was a 

matter of life and death. 

Despite the fact that their marriage had worked before and his benevolent half was his devoted wife, 

the gossip became so widespread that even a tired war veteran believed it. The slanderous campaign 

convinced him that his wife had betrayed him and made him a cuckold. Although the evidence was 

lacking in evidence, they found that the lord had agreed to a special solution. 

jumps from Huňady's tower. If God saves her and survives, it will mean that she has done nothing 

wrong. Those who spoke to the woman softened their hands at such a verdict, but recounted. 

A young woman dressed in black took her small child in her arms and, knowing that they were 

wronging her, jumped out of the tower. However, they did not fall into the ditch. Instead, they 

ascended to heaven. 

On the contrary, all those who so defiled her in front of her husband fell into the abyss. Only then did 

the embarrassed lord of the castle and the new widower understand how terribly wrong he had 

been. Seeking peace for a biting conscience, he went to a convent and no one had heard of him. 

In the vicinity of the castle, however, you can still hear cries and moans. They are the souls of those 

who caused the whole tragedy. And their victim, the Black Lady, reappears at the castle, where she 

mourns her husband. 

 

 

On that place, you could hear strange voices and sounds alongside Huňady's tower. They are 

the voices and souls of a vicious family. 

 However, only those who are without sin and who are christians will see them. 

 

 

Guidance: 



All informations has to be checked to see if it is true!                                                                                 

 

Is it real? 

It is difficult to answer whether it is real or imagined. There are a lot of people who heard strange 

sounds or took various pictures at Huňady's tower ... But no one knows if they didn't invent it. 

 

 


